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and service at run-time. The on-line adaptation may be
required for many reasons like changes in the
environment,
components
upgrades,
system
configuration, resource consumption, components
transient failure but also new fault assumptions. These
are some of the possible triggers for adaptation of the
system. This kind of problem is concern safety critical
embedded systems with limited resources and no
means to repair, ubiquitous computing or mobile
systems, and also large-scale distributed systems.
The solution must tackle two kinds of problems:
• The assessment of operational conditions and detection of a change to trigger the adaptation

Abstract
This short paper describes the ASAP mini-project
(Assessment-based Adaptable Software Architecture
for Dependability) that was launched within the Network of Excellence ReSIST1. The main objective of the
work is to address the adaptation of the fault tolerance
software in a system according to on-line assessmentbased triggers. On-line assessment and adaptive faulttolerance have been identified in ReSIST as major research gaps for the future. The ambition of the miniproject is to gather recent work on fault tolerance
software adaptation using open-component software
based engineering techniques and advanced knowledge
on on-line assessment using Bayesian inference. Some
small case studies are planned to perform and early
validation of the ideas and proposed approach.

•

The objective of this work is to propose an architecture, and methods to make adaptive resilient systems, in particular regarding fault tolerance. To reach
this aim, we introduce several assessment techniques
and a reflective component model as base modules to
build up such an architecture. The reflective model is
drawn from a complete open-component engineering
framework.
This work is the continuation of the analysis of
research challenges performed within the framework of
the network of excellence ReSIST, in [3]. Among
them, Adaptation and self-organisation concerns
resilience of an evolving system that is highly affected
by its ability to adapt to new requirements of the
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1. Introduction
The evolution of systems at runtime is currently to
be addressed in many application domains, those being
critical or not. A solution to cope with this requirement
for more flexible systems is to adapt the system design
1

The adaptation of the target system, including in
particular its mechanisms of achieving high dependability (e.g. fault tolerance).

Network of Excellence ReSIST (Resilience for Survivability in IST,
http://www.resist-noe.org)
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modifications of the active fault-tolerance mechanism
and, if necessary, modifications of the base system. In
practical terms, these layers correspond to components
such as Base System (BSys), Fault Tolerance
mechanisms (FTM), Adaptation Engine (AdE),
Assessment Engine (AsE) that uses Failure Detectors
(FDs), Software Sensors (SWS) and Software
Actuators (SWA).

environment. The problem is thus to dynamically
reorganize the system, including its resilience
mechanisms, according to new operational conditions.
In the context of fault tolerance adaptation, the two
problems identified above have been spelled out more
precisely as:
• An on-line assessment engine that deals explicitly
with the assessment at runtime of the system resilience. Thus, the on-line (run-time) assessment is
concerned with system operating in highly dynamic and evolving environment (e.g. network
congestion, new/changing service customers, effects of exploits of faults / vulnerabilities). Its goal
is assessment of the implications of the changing
environment on system resilience ranging from
simply signaling a sub-standard operation to triggering a system’s adaptation.
•

Assessment
action

Adaptation
observation

action

Fault tolerance

A design for adaptation applicable to fault tolerance –identified as an important research gap in
[3]. It has been pointed out that the adaptation capabilities of a system depend on the early stages of
its design, and the software development technology that was selected. In the case of fault tolerance, they identified the urging need for an environment that offers system architects the means to
describe and design the adaptation of the fault
tolerance [8].

action

System in operation
Figure 1. Abstraction layers for on-line adaptation
Figure 1 depicts in fact the proposed reflective architecture, each abstraction level corresponding to a
metalevel. In reflective terms, observation and control
facilities provided by open component technologies
enable adaptation to be performed on each software
level configuration on-line.
The Base System is the application software (and
its supporting executive layers, operating system and
middleware) without any fault-tolerant mechanisms,
e.g. embedded software for automotive application,
avionics, etc. Such subsystem consists of several components, with their respective APIs, which allow for
interaction 2.
The Fault Tolerance software is defined as a set of
interacting components that provides fault tolerance
according to some requirement and resources availability. Their organization must be flexible enough to be
manipulated at runtime. Novel software engineering
techniques such as Fractal [1] or OpenCOM [2] can be
used to reach this aim.
The Adaptation corresponds to a set of programs
that are able to change the configuration of the fault
tolerance software in order to modify on-line a given
fault tolerance strategy. Because the open component
technology enables individual components of a
software layer to be manipulated at runtime (dynamic

This paper gives the scheme of an architecture to
provide on-line adaptation of resilient systems. Such an
architecture is built from different approaches and
techniques to address the sub-tasks identified above.

2. Overall architecture
The system architecture we envisage will consist of
several abstraction layers as illustrated in Figure 1 that
gives a coarse view of the system. The lower layer
corresponds to the system services provided to the user
and defined in the functional specification documents.
The fault tolerance layer corresponds to the set (pool)
of possible mechanisms required to fulfill nonfunctional specifications (give examples?). The
mechanisms may require different degrees of
redundancy (including diverse redundancy) and offer
different degrees of dependability assurance. The
adaptation layer corresponds to the various scenarios
enabling the fault tolerance strategies to be changed
on-line. Last, the assessment layer corresponds to the
set of mechanisms responsible for estimating the
current situation and deciding which of the available
fault-tolerant mechanisms is the most adequate for it. If
the currently deployed mechanism is sub-optimal, then
a change will be triggered. This change will lead to

2
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In case diverse components are used to achieve tolerance against
software faults, the diverse components are still seen as part of the
Base System, since they are assumed to be available (e.g. off-theshelf) and developed by third parties in accordance with the ‘design for adaptation’ principles.

from resource-constrained safety critical embedded
systems that cannot be repaired on-line, ubiquitous
computing and mobile systems, to large-scale
distributed infrastructure.
We argue that any solution to these challenges
needs to address the following two problems:
1) How to properly assess operational conditions
and trigger adaptation when required
2) Once adaptation has been decided, how to adapt
a target system, and in particular how to adapt its dependability mechanisms.
In practice, the system in operation is composed of
services implementing the functional specifications,
those services being run on top of a middleware composed of an assessment engine, an adaptation engine
and fault tolerance mechanisms.
The assessment engine obtains inputs from the system and its environment, and uses them to compute
adaptation trigger. These triggers are passed on to the
adaptation engine that is then responsible for dynamically modifying the software configuration (in particular the fault tolerance strategies) according to the needs
that have been identified.

bindings), their objective is to update a given strategy
while maintaining consistency.
The Assessment is a process of measuring the nonfunctional characteristics of the system, using a model
of the system and the evidence available before and
during operation. The Assessment in this particular
framework is achieved by an Assessment engine, a
piece of software, which allows for all necessary elements of the assessment to be represented: the system
model, the pre-deployment knowledge about the nonfunctional property of interest, and the mechanism of
updating the knowledge about the attribute of interest
when new evidence becomes available. For the sake of
concreteness in this report we limit ourselves to the
following examples of assessment:
• Computation of dependability measures of interest
associated with the particular deployment of BSys,
AdE and FDs , e.g. the probability of system failure on demand, using Bayesian inference as described in a series of papers [4], [5]. Such a service
ensures an up to date estimation of the dependability level of the whole system.
•

•

Detection of the changes in the operational use of
the system, i.e. of its operational environment, e.g.
as a result of changes in the pattern the software is
being used, which may invalidate the dependability measures computed in the past under different
operational conditions.
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Detection by anticipation of real-time failure due
to changes in the runtime conditions (i.e.
scheduling errors) that lead to abnormal
behaviours or erroneous states [6]; the approach
consists of analyzing correct continuations using
the automata time abstraction [7].
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